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Any story
y that attemp
pts to discusss ways to im
mprove the ppatient experrience shouldd attempt to
define it, because theere is ample confusion in
n healthcare,, even amongg otherwise highly
competen
nt leaders, ab
bout what paatient experiience actuallly is.
It isn't prroviding excellent quality
y healthcare—at least noot totally. A basic assum
mption by pattients
is that wh
hen they receive a mediccal interventtion, the actuual medical ccare will be excellent.
Rather, patient
p
experrience is mucch more com
mprehensive,, even encom
mpassing pattients' feelings
about thee hospital braand and their "stickinesss," that is, theeir loyalty.
Our own HealthLead
ders Media su
urvey on pattient experieence in 20099 showed how
w difficult itt was
% chose "patiient-centeredd
for hospiital and healtth system senior leaders to define th e term: 34%
care," 29
9% selected "an
" orchestraated set of acctivities thatt is meaningffully custom
mized for eacch
patient," and 23% saiid it involved "providing
g excellent ccustomer servvice."
The rest agreed that the
t patient ex
xperience meant
m
"creatinng a healingg environmennt," was
"consisteent with whaat's measured
d by HCAHP
PS," or was ssomething "other" than tthe
aforemen
ntioned optio
ons.
Sounds liike patient experience
e
en
ncompasses just about evverything exxcept, possibbly, the clinical
care itsellf.
That's jusst about righ
ht, says Jamees Merlino, MD,
M Clevelaand Clinic's cchief experieence officer.. The
wide-ran
nging view of what consttitutes patien
nt experiencee used to be perplexing, he says, butt the
correct an
nswer for him and for many
m
others who
w are lookking to improove is that itt's "all of thee
above."
"When I took over th
his role, we suffered
s
from
m the same pproblem as eeveryone elsee. In order too fix
it, you haave to definee it," he says. Rather than
n defining p atient experiience successs as perform
ming
well on standardized
s
uch as HCAH
HPS or otheer metrics, M
Merlino and tthe Clevelannd
measures su
Clinic leaadership team
m went the other
o
way.
"We mad
de it more ab
bstract. The idea
i
being, let's
l
just tell our people tthat anythingg that affectss the
patient ou
utside the deelivery of meedical care is patient expperience."
Not that they
t
don't sttrive to do well
w on metriccs like HCA
AHPS and othher patient eexperience
measuress, but Merlin
no says he wants
w
to avoid
d a "teachingg to the test"" mentality thhat may resuult

from an exclusive focus on how the hospital system performs on measures that might affect
reimbursement.
Rather, a more holistic approach is needed to fully incorporate the core idea of patient
experience—that one bad experience can ruin the whole effort. By focusing exclusively on
measures that are on the HCAHPS survey, essentially, you're missing both the ethical obligation
to do best for the patient at all times, as well as the potential long-term benefits of patient loyalty.
"One bad interaction can define the impression," he says. "This is well documented in retail and
other service businesses."
So how does one begin to incorporate accountability and responsibility for a patient's experience
throughout the institution?
In stages, he says.
HCAHPS' focusing role
At the beginning, despite his misgivings, Merlino did focus on HCAHPS scores. He explains:
"We chose HCAHPS initially not because we're chasing numbers, but because it was the only
thing that had leverage. If you don't do it well, you will be penalized financially. We had started
on this journey for the right reason before HCAHPS, but needed something to focus on."
But more important was to get the message to everyone who works in the hospital that each of
them is responsible for patient experience.
"You can talk to anyone at our main campus and ask them about patient experience. They will
say it's important and they are part of it," Merlino says.
Merlino says Cleveland Clinic faced an interesting challenge culturally, because it had always
been thought of as an organization founded by doctors, for doctors. Instead, it's for patients,
Merlino says, and the rest of the employees, whether they regularly encounter patients or not,
have at least as important a role to play in patient experience.
Cleveland Clinic took a big risk to deliver that message to the entire staff of 42,000 employees
by taking them offline over a period of months in small group sessions that lasted a half day.
Everyone spent valuable time, from neurosurgeons to housekeeping staff, discussing why it was
important, how everyone is in this together, and service excellence standards and how to
improve.
In tables of eight to 10 people, including a facilitator, Merlino and his staff talked to the
randomly assigned groups about patient experience using theoretical situations and a visual
learning map, encouraging them to develop a collegial atmosphere. It cost $11 million to do the
project, says Merlino, but it was well worth it.
"It was a leveling experience that got everyone to realize that patient experience isn't the
responsibility of one group," he says.

Rather, it is a team effort, and the organization succeeds or fails on patient experience as a team.
"A highly engaged workforce is a big driver of satisfaction," he says. "We needed a culture of
engaged and satisfied caregivers. If we don't get that, we don't get to any other level. Any
Fortune 100 company understands that."
And patient experience is a journey that never ends, he says.
While Merlino says Cleveland Clinic is "nowhere near where we want to be," its patient
satisfaction scores, after 2009, when this intensive training was initiated, jumped 15% in one
year, from 2010 to 2011.
"We attribute it to our work on this program," Merlino says.
Driving accountability
But a one-day retreat for employees wasn't going to get the job done in and of itself, Merlino
realized. Sustainability was critical, so patient experience measurement and metrics needed to be
implemented by the management staff, a group 2,200 strong, and they needed to know it was one
of the most critical factors by which their performance would be judged going forward. And it
had to have full support from Toby Cosgrove, MD, Cleveland Clinic's CEO.
"The top person has to say it's critical," Merlino says. "If you don't have that, you're not
successful."
Those 2,200 managers underwent two sessions to discuss measurement protocols, accountability,
engagement, and developing unity of purpose.
"These managers sustain it," says Merlino. "Managers must be razor-focused on the goals; you
have to give them mechanisms to track them and you have to hold them accountable. They will
then hold their employees accountable. Toby drives it to the executive leadership team, we drive
it to our management, and management drives it to the employees. In a way, what we're doing is
enforcing basic management techniques. It's not rocket science."
UCLA's reason for being
If Merlino sees patient experience as a critical part of the care process, David Feinberg, MD, sees
it simply as the reason for being for Ronald Reagan UCLA Medical Center, for which he is the
CEO.
Put simply, Feinberg is a believer that if patient experience is excellent, most everything else
that's a priority for the hospital or health system will fall into place. Which is why he is selfdeprecating about UCLA's achievement of 99th percentile in HCAHPS scores.
"Our HCAHPS scores are good, but we're not doing well in patient satisfaction," he says. "We've
had a meteoric rise from 38% to 99th percentile. We perform at the very top regarding HCAHPS
questions. That being said, we're terrible because to get to 99th percentile, you have to get 85 out
of 100 people to give you that answer on their survey. That means we've failed even though
we're the best, because we've failed with 15 people out of the last 100."

He says, with no hint of guile, that the scores need to be 100 out of 100 before he can boast that
they've gotten anywhere.
Yet his hospital represents the top 1%, in a manner of speaking, meaning it must be doing
something right.
His biggest challenge, he says, was instilling a team spirit about patient care throughout the
organization.
One of the guiding philosophies is that it's not just about the people who touch patients.
"Whether you're in IT, or billing and collections, or frontline nurses, docs—wherever you fit—
you're part of a healing team."
That's fine for a major academic medical center in one of the nation's largest cities, which has far
more resources than the average community hospital, but Feinberg takes care to mention that
much of the work is commonsensical and that being attentive to the customer's needs doesn't cost
much, if anything, and often leads to better, more coordinated care, and thus, a lower ultimate
cost of care.
Anyone in a leadership position should be able to start with culture, anyway, says Steve
Whitehurst, chief customer and strategy officer with BerylHealth, which consults with hospitals
on patient experience.
"Of course, it all starts with the culture and leadership engagement," he says. "CEOs may talk
about the patient experience, but if they don't drive this message down into the organization, it
doesn't work."

Philip Betbeze is a senior leadership editor with HealthLeaders Media. He can be reached at
pbetbeze@healthleadersmedia.com.
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